MATERNAL and INFANT CARE
Patient Care Solutions

Equipment Services for
your tiniest patients and
their mothers
Higher survival rates of low gestational age infants. Increasing numbers of
multiple births. Demands by neonatologists for the latest technology. Caring
for infants is an intense and costly practice. Equipment-based Maternal and
Infant Patient Care Solutions from UHS can help you better manage resources
and costs while achieving optimum outcomes for your most precious patients.

Responsive management of critical equipment
UHS Maternal and Infant Patient Care Solutions are designed to provide the technology
you need in labor and delivery, the nursery, and the Neonatal ICU. Your caregivers work
24/7 and so do we, providing quick access to all types of equipment for newborn care. All
equipment is delivered clean, expertly maintained and patient-ready. So your caregivers
can focus their attention where it needs to be—on your littlest patients.

Making your hospital baby friendly
Infant care technology is highly specialized. Problem-free access to the right technology
helps support successful infant outcomes. UHS makes that happen through customized
equipment rental and biomedical service programs. Caregivers get the equipment they
need. Managers get reports and documentation for decision-making and regulatory
compliance. And your facility stays on the leading edge of infant care while maintaining
operational efficiency and financial viability.

Maternal and Infant Care
Solution Options
Rental
• Just-in-time peak need rental
• Long-term rental agreements
Biomedical Service
• Comprehensive biomedical
maintenance and repair for
your equipment
Sales
• Equipment sales
• Disposables and supplies
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Program benefits

Service and support

• Access to advanced technology without capital expense.

• Comprehensive biomedical programs that include regulatory
support and documentation.

• Flexible rental programs help you manage census peaks.
• 24/7 access to equipment that is delivered clean, expertly
maintained and functional with the right software and accessories.
• Easy access to reporting and documentation for The Joint
Commission and other accreditation programs.
• Rental, sales and biomedical service for nearly all types of
medical equipment.

• Order and manage equipment, and access reports, online
anytime with MyUHS.
• Asset360™ Equipment Management Program assumes
responsibility for fleets of equipment.
• Asset recovery service turns unneeded equipment into funds
for new purchases and upgrades.

Learn more about UHS Infant and Maternal Care Solutions
At UHS, we are eager to partner with you to help your facility increase efficient patient
and operational outcomes while decreasing equipment-related expenses. Call us today at
800.847.7368 or email us at info@uhs.com if you have any questions about our Maternal
and Infant Patient Care Solutions. See all of the UHS equipment solutions at www.uhs.com.

About UHS
Universal Hospital Services, Inc. (UHS) is a leading provider of medical equipment
management and service solutions to the US health care industry. UHS manages more than
500,000 pieces of medical equipment for over 8,400 clients in all 50 states.
For more than 70 years, UHS has delivered solutions that help clients reduce costs, increase
operating efficiencies, improve caregiver satisfaction and support optimal patient outcomes.
Through equipment management and service solutions, world-class service and decades of
experience, UHS makes caregivers better equipped to care.™
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